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ABSTRACT: The constitution, configuration, and flexibility of the
core sugars of DNA molecules alter their function in diverse roles.
Conformational itineraries of the ribofuranosides ( fs) have long
been known to finely determine rates of processing, yet we also
know that, strikingly, semifunctional DNAs containing pyranosides
(ps) or other configurations can be created, suggesting sufficient
but incompletely understood plasticity. The multiple conformers
involved in such processes are necessarily influenced by context
and environment: solvent, hosts, ligands. Notably, however, to date
the unbiased, “naked” conformers have not been experimentally
determined. Here, the inherent conformational biases of DNA
scaffold deoxyribosides in unsolvated and solvated forms have now
been defined using gas-phase microwave and solution-phase NMR
spectroscopies coupled with computational analyses and exploitation of critical differences between natural-abundance
isotopologues. Serial determination of precise, individual spectra for conformers of these 25 isotopologues in alpha (α-D) and
beta (β-D); pyrano (p) and furano ( f) methyl 2-deoxy-D-ribosides gave not only unprecedented atomic-level resolution structures of
associated conformers but also their quantitative populations. Together these experiments revealed that typical 2E and 3E
conformations of the sugar found in complex DNA structures are not inherently populated. Moreover, while both OH-5′ and OH-3′
are constrained by intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the unnatural αf scaffold, OH-3′ is “born free” in the “naked” lowest lying
energy conformer of natural βf. Consequently, upon solvation, unnatural αf is strikingly less perturbable (retaining 2T1 conformation
in vacuo and water) than natural βf. Unnatural αp and βp ribosides also display low conformational perturbability. These first
experimental data on inherent, unbiased conformers therefore suggest that it is the background of conformational flexibility of βf that
may have led to its emergence out of multiple possibilities as the sugar scaffold for “life’s code” and suggest a mechanism by which
the resulting freedom of OH-3′ (and hence accessibility as a nucleophile) in βf may drive preferential processing and complex
structure formation, such as replicative propagation of DNA from 5′-to-3′.

■ INTRODUCTION

Structural variability and flexibility of ribonucleic acids are not
only apparent and immense in scope but also intimately linked
to both the existence1−3 and emergence4,5 of biological
function. Moreover, ever-expanding interest in the design
and use of both natural and unnatural ribonucleotides in
diagnostic and therapeutic applications continues to highlight a
key role for an understanding of the fundamentals that
generate associated structural populations.6−8 For example,
while chemical modifications at phosphate9 or nucleobase10

can usefully increase in vivo stability (reduced reactivity), it is
also the correct manipulation of the conformations of the core
sugar scaffold that has proven key to optimal functional activity.
In DNA polymerases, an essential factor that prevents
improper inclusion and extension of nucleotides appears to
be governed by the preferred conformations of the furanose
moiety of each incoming nucleotide during both incorporation

and extension.11,12 Interestingly, as the pioneering work of
Eschenmoser13 highlighted, there is also no necessity for
ribosidic or even furanosidic structures, and alternative
polynucleotides can be constructed based on, for example, L-
threo-furanosides14 or even configurationally varied pyrano-
sides.13 While their functions are typically moderated (e.g.,
reduced base-pairing strengths), such altered-sugar polynucleo-
tides can still adopt relevant duplex structures via typical (e.g.,
Watson−Crick) patterns and can even be processed by
appropriate variant enzymes, albeit at reduced rates.
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Together, such examples illustrate that both the fuller
understanding of natural nucleotide function and the develop-
ment of useful unnatural nucleotides require a deep insight
into associated conformational preferences and, in particular,
those of the native sugar moiety, 2-deoxy-D-riboside. However,
no furanoside structures to date have been determined under
fully isolated (and hence artefact free) conditions. Crystallo-
graphic data can be biased by both solvent effects and crystal-
packing interactions. Spectroscopy in the solution phase is
similarly dominated by environmental contacts.15 Indeed,
extensive analyses performed on nucleosides and nucleotides,
as well as in DNA, suggest that the sugar cores of such
structures often exist in a dynamic equilibria between multiple
conformations in solution.16

Here we present a strategy for the complete structural
analysis of the core sugar scaffold of DNA, 2-deoxy-D-riboside
(Figure 1a,b), that exploits custom-made, high-resolution
microwave spectrometers combined with complementary
vaporization and sampling techniques in the gas phase.
Importantly, while associated quantum chemistry methods
have been integral to prior analyses/interpretations of most gas
phase structures, these microwave methods do not require
quantum chemical computations during structural determi-
nation. Instead, natural abundance isotopologues act as key

structural references to allow atomic-level resolution. The
resulting structures are therefore critically independent of the
quality or processes of any associated quantum mechanical
models. Comparison of these first unbiased conformational
analyses with those affected by solution was then achieved by
combining NMR experiments with experiment-guided molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations (Figure 1c). This allows
precise study of the inherent intramolecular interactions
responsible for the structural diversity found in the core of
DNA without interference from surrounding molecules in
condensed media (e.g., water as solvent).

■ RESULTS
Design of a System for Generating and Analyzing

Gaseous, Isolated DNA Scaffolds. Current understanding
of DNA structure is based in significant part on X-ray
crystallography data,17−20 providing information concerning
global helical structure and the geometry of local features, such
as base-pair stacking patterns and backbone conformation
driven by that structure. However, such data can not only be
biased by both solvent effects and crystal-packing interactions;
it also provides only static structures. Conformational analyses
of DNA fragments in solution can overcome some of these
problems.21 However, the lack of sequence variety (dominated

Figure 1. Coherent conformational analyses and comparison of DNA-scaffold ribosugars. (a) Schematic representation of the structure of
dominant B-form DNA. (b) Compounds studied in this work: two 2-deoxyribofuranose forms (compounds αf and βf) and two corresponding
pyranose forms (derivatives αp and βp). (c) Overview of the precise, comparative protocol used in this work to determine D-ribosides in the gas
phase (upper panel) and in aqueous solution (lower panel).
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in general by A-tracts and the Drew−Dickerson dodecamer)
combined with limitations in refinement protocols (sometimes
biased by the quality of calculations used to interpret
experimentally derived restraints22) has not yet delivered a
data set of structures with consistent information on the
intrinsic mechanics of DNA in solution.23 For instance, in
some structures, significant deviations are seen from similar
NMR data when refined with different backbone restraints,24,25

and in most studies conformational analyses rely on highly
variable two-state models.26,27 Consequently, to date, no
precise (atomic resolution) structures of DNA nor the biases
of its scaffold have yet been reported.
In previous pioneering studies, conformational analyses of

smaller carbohydrates fragments were accomplished using gas
phase vibrational laser spectroscopy.28−31 However, these
studies typically demand the use of molecules tagged with a
chromophore that can be a potential cause of undesirable
artefacts. While these can be replaced by external probes (e.g.,
toluene32,33 or peptides34), this alternative methodology does
not fully remove the need for chromophore and can induce
additional unwanted environmental interference. Moreover,
the method is critically dependent on quantum mechanical
(QM) models to relate determined spectra to derived
structures.
In this context, gas phase rotational spectroscopy emerges as

a unique method that can avoid such artifacts. In particular,
observation of multiple rotational spectra from isotopologues
(e.g., where 13C replaces 12C) allows direct structural
determination without dependence on QM models or
chromophores. In addition, it possesses a superior inherent

resolution due to unsurpassed frequency resolution (∼kHz)
and unrivalled chemical (conformers, tautomers, isotopo-
logues, even enantiomers) discrimination.35,36 However, the
ability to measure isotopic species directly requires sufficient
sensitivity (or enriched samples), which in turn demands
sufficient partial pressure of the analyte in the gas phase. For
analytes, such as carbohydrates, that have low volatility and are
thermolabile, this has proven challenging using traditional
heating methods37 or even IR nanosecond-pulsed laser
vaporization techniques.38 Recently, we have shown that UV
(355 nm) picosecond-pulsed (∼40 ps) laser vaporization can
allow observations of certain reducing sugars,39−42 but their
mutarotation39,40 and/or lack of sensitivity39,41 prevented
either observation of biologically relevant constitutional
forms or structures with atomic resolution; consequently,
observation of core DNA scaffold 2-deoxy-D-ribosides (Figure
1b) was not previously possible.
We reasoned that the required critical increase in sensitivity

might be gained in several ways. This proved successful
through the custom design (Supplementary Figures 1 and 2) of
microwave apparatus that included a Fourier-transform
microwave-spectrometer (FTMW)43 coupled to a UV ultrafast
laser vaporization system39 and a set-up with chirped-pulses
(CP-FTMW) (Figure 1c).44 Specifically, the latter system
allowed: (a) simultaneous three-nozzle gas injection; (b)
longer acquisition times (allowing even spectral registration for
1 week continuously averaging ∼40 million of rotational
spectra); and (c) more efficient radiation pulse sequences (30
microwave pulses per molecular pulse). These features
together provided an increase of an order of magnitude (or

Figure 2. High-resolution rotational spectra of αf, βf, αp, and βp. (a and b) Overview of the CP-FTMW rotational spectra of α and β deoxyriboside
anomers αf, βf in the 6−18 GHz region, respectively. In b, an expanded view highlights rotational transitions of each of the β-conformers. (c and d)
Typical rotational transitions of αp and βp were observed using FTMW spectroscopy equipped with a UV ultrafast laser vaporization system.
Rotational transitions showed hyperfine splitting due to internal rotation of the methyl group. Both transitions (c and d) are additionally split by
the instrumental Doppler effect.
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greater) sensitivity, which in turn allowed lower consumption
of the sample (down to 0.7−2.0 g of synthetic samples). In this
way, even each of the multiple isotopologues present in
samples at only natural abundance (13C12C5H12O4 ≈ 1.1%)
could be detected and characterized. These advances allowed
us to determine, for the first time, “nonbiased” atomic
resolution structures of core DNA scaffold 2-deoxy-D-ribosides.
Experimental Determination of Unbiased Structures

of DNA Scaffold Sugars. First, core putative scaffolds αf, βf,
αp, and βp (Figure 1b) were readily synthesized by
complementary methods on the multigram scales required.
Briefly (see Supplementary Methods for further details), in one
method 2-deoxy-D-ribose was subjected to classical Fischer
glycosylation conditions (1% HCl in methanol); the
equilibrium mixture after 18 h (57% βp, 15% αp, 11% βf,
17% αf) yielded αp by column chromatography and βp by
further crystallization. To generate αf and βf on scale, we
preferentially employed brief (15 min) treatment, giving an
∼1:1 mixture of essentially only furanosides; subsequent

peracetylation/deacetylation allowed clean isolation via col-
umn chromatography (33% βf, 36% αf).
Next, gas-phase DNA scaffold generation was tested under

various modes (Figures 1c and 2). Of these, CP-FTMW
spectroscopy allowed collection of rotational spectra of αf and
βf. (Figure 2, panels a and b, respectively). An FTMW
spectrometer coupled to UV ultrafast laser vaporization proved
most successful for αp and βp. Together, these experiments
allowed long acquisition times from gram-scale samples
thereby yielding rotational spectra of the “nonbiased”
structures of αf, βf, αp, and βp with an unprecedented
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N for most intense observed
transitions: >500/1 and >1800/1 for αf and βf, respectively).
In turn, such S/N orders allowed determination of structures
with atomic resolution. In this way, despite heavily congested
spectraαf (Figure 2a) and βf (Figure 2b) showed ∼600 and
∼1800 rotational lines, respectivelysets of rotational
transitions were identified belonging to independent struc-
tures.

Table 1. Experimental Rotational Constants of the Observed Conformers of αf, βf, αp, and βp

αf-1 αf-2 βf-1 βf-5 βf-6 αp-1 βp-1

A/MHza 2056.39188(60)d 1882.30839(76) 1890.65747(49) 1999.87647(81) 1481.77004(72) 2153.8853(66) 2358.67704(36)
B/MHz 1019.67311(21) 1024.81006(26) 1145.05589(21) 991.81629(38) 1256.10078(60) 1058.89820(11) 1001.97250(15)
C/MHz 860.52781(23) 804.74073(31) 910.72056(22) 771.18931(31) 784.89436(42) 960.74320(13) 831.19774(12)
Nb 95 99 140 52 86 55 90
σc/kHz 8.2 9.3 10.5 6.7 7.4 2.3 3.5

aRotational constants (A, B, C). bNumber of rotational transitions (N). cRoot-mean-square (rms) deviation (σ) of the fit. dStandard errors in units
of the last digit.

Figure 3. Observed conformers of αf, βf, αp, and βp in the gas phase. (a) Definition of relevant torsional angles. (b) Conceptualization of gas phase
molecular structure-determination methods. Experimental molecular structures could be determined for αf-1, βf-1, and αp-1 with atomic resolution
due to the observation of isotopologues in natural abundance. (c) Conformers detected for furanosides and pyranosides, together with their
population and key geometrical parameters.
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Each transition set was fitted to a semirigid rotor
Hamiltonian based on Watson’s symmetric reduction and Ir

representation to obtain A, B, and C rotational constants and
critical centrifugal distortion constants.45,46 Conformational
assignments were guided and supported by (but not dependent
on, vide inf ra) theoretical calculations, using a two-step MM
then QM (DFT and ab initio) strategy39,42 (see Supplementary
Methods). Rotational constants can be correlated with
moments of inertia, which are a fingerprint of 3D molecular
structure (Table 1). Direct comparison of simulated and
experimental rotational constants (Table 1 and Supplementary
Tables 1, 3, 5, and 6) therefore allowed an unequivocal
assignment.
Two αf conformers (named αf-1 and αf-2, numbered by

calculated energy ranking, Figure 2a) and three different βf
conformers (βf-1, βf-5, and βf-6, Figure 2b) were identified,
whereas for αp and βp only single (dominant) conformers
(Figure 2c,d) were detected (Table 1 and Supplementary
Tables 1, 3, 5, and 6). Other low energy conformers as βf-2 or
βf-3 were not detected, likely due to relaxation to the most
stable βf-1 through interconversion pathways (see Supple-
mentary Figures 3 and 4). Notably, in both αp and βp, even
hyperfine-splitting due to internal rotation of the methyl group
could be observed and analyzed (Figure 2c,d). The resulting
experimental spectroscopic parameters and experimental
frequencies provide an extensive “structural map” of all
possible 2-deoxy-riboside sugar scaffolds (Supporting Informa-
tion).
Notably, such was the sensitivity that it allowed detection of

13C isotopes in natural abundance (∼1.1%). Strikingly, we
were able to observe the rotational spectra for all (18
additional 13C12C5H12O4 species) of the monosubstituted 13C
isotopologues distributed within this small abundance for the
most populated conformers αf-1, βf-1, and αp-1. As noted,
correlation of moments of inertia with rotational constants
renders them a key source for structural information. Moments
of inertia depend critically on distribution of atomic masses,
and so molecular geometry, and are affected by vibrational
energy even in the ground state, since molecules are not rigid
systems. Except for simplified cases, the explicit correction of
the moments of inertia for vibrational contributions has not
been possible because of related experimental difficulties.
Therefore, different procedures and/or evaluations of molec-
ular structures were tested, all exploiting isotopologue spectra
(Figure 3b). Equilibrium structures (re, Figure 3b) represent the
hypothetical vibration-less state that corresponds to the
minimum of the potential energy surface. This structure,
essentially inaccessible to molecules, is the one obtained by
typical computational methods. Ef fective structures (r0, Figure
3b)47 reproduce rotational constants in the ground state and
were derived here starting from the calculated geometry and
through iterative least-squares adjustments of experimental
rotational constants of each deoxyriboside (21 = 3 for parent
+6 × 3 for isotopologues). Substitution structures (rS, Figure
3b),48,49 obtained from the analysis of the changes of the
moments of inertia resulting from a single isotopic substitution,
allow determination of the atomic coordinates of the
substituted atom. This “rS method” has the advantage that it
provides the position of the substituted atom free from other
assumptions about molecular structure and so does not depend
on computational calculations. Such rS structures are generally
assumed to be intermediate between r0 and re.

45 For these
reasons, such “real” experimental geometries (rS and r0) are not

directly comparable with those obtained by typical computa-
tional methods (re). In this way, the accuracy of rotational
spectroscopy yielded riboside structures with unprecedented
resolution (Figure 3b and Supplementary Tables 8−13).

Analysis of Gas-Phase Rotational Transitions of Core
DNA Scaffolds Reveals Conformers and their Inherent
Populations. Rotational spectroscopy allowed not only
determination of unbiased, experimentally accurate structures
but also an estimation of the population ratios between these
different observed conformers by analyzing the relative
intensities of associated rotational transitions.50 αf adopts
preferably two conformers in the gas phase, αf-1 (2T1 gg,
Figure 3) and αf-2 (2T1 gt), in a ratio αf-1/αf-2 of 80(20):20,
whereas for βf, three different conformers were identified
(Figure 3c): βf-1 (4E gg), βf-5 (E2 tg), and βf-6 (1T2 gt) in a
93(10):4(1):3 population ratio. Only one conformer was
detected for either αp (4C1) and βp (1C4).
For αf, both observed conformers (αf-1 and αf-2) share the

same ring shape 2T1, stabilized by two intramolecular hydrogen
bonds: O3′−H3′···O1′ and O5′−H5′···O4′ across both α and
β faces. On the other side, βf-1 (gg) adopts a partly distorted
4E conformation. This puckering is stabilized by a strong
hydrogen bond O5′−H5′···O1′, which is viable only when the
C5′-hydroxymethyl group adopts a gg arrangement. Notably, a
“switched” loss of this stabilizing interaction in βf-5 (to tg) and
βf-6 (to gt) causes them to adopt somewhat distorted puckered
ring E2 and 1T2 conformations, respectively, similar to those
found in methyl β-D-ribofuranoside.41

The pyranosides αp and βp were much more rigid in the gas
phase, exhibiting single dominant conformers (Figure 3c). αp
adopts a 4C1 chair, while βp adopts the inverted 1C4. In both,
reinforcing hydrogen bond networks on the α face, akin to
reinforcing hydrogen bonding networks seen previously using
IR spectroscopy in hexopyranosides,51 further drive this
rigidity (for αp-1: O4′−H4′···O3′−H3′···O-1′ and for βp-1:
O3′−H3′···O4′−H4′···O5′) beyond the known greater
barriers to conformational interconversion found in pyrano-
sides.
In all scaffolds, the orientation of the methyl group was in

accordance with the exo-anomeric effect,34,52 with values of ϕ
close to either 60° or −60° for the α- (αf, αp) and β- (βp, βf)
anomers, respectively. This serves to place the methyl group in
a site of essentially low influence with regard to conformation.
Strikingly, and in clear contrast to α-anomer αf and both
pyranosides αp and βp, only in βf was the hydroxyl O3′-H3′
not engaged in hydrogen bondingthe lowest lying conformer
of natural scaffold βf therefore uniquely frees OH-3′, and
hence the α-face remains consequentially more accessible (and
potentially reactive, vide inf ra).

Comparison of Inherent Conformers of DNA scaf-
folds with Solvated Structures Reveals Selectively
Driven Conformational Change for 2-deoxy-β-D-ribo-
furanoside βf. DNA functions in both aqueous and partly
hydrated (e.g., enzyme active site) environments. To study the
effect of the hydration state on the structure of these core
scaffolds derivatives, αf, αp, βp, and βf were subjected to
conformational analysis in aqueous solution by combining
NMR spectroscopy measurements (3JH,H coupling constants as
constraints) with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Calculations were performed in AMBER18,53 implemented
with the GLYCAM06 force field.54 Notably, extended (5 μs)
MD simulations alone performed on derivatives αf and βf
grossly failed to reproduce experimental data (Supplementary
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Table 15), predicting a rather flexible five-membered ring with
almost free pseudorotation (Supplementary Figures 5 and 6).
However, MD simulations (0.2 μs) using experimental 3JH,H
constants as time-averaged restraints (MD-tar simulations,55

exploiting additional restraining potential terms added to the
force field) successfully predicted ensembles of low-energy
conformers that quantitatively reproduced NMR data (see
Figure 4 and also Supplementary Tables 14 and 15 for 3JH,H
constants).
These simulations revealed that in the furanosides αf and βf

the C-5′ hydroxymethyl group is notably flexible in water
(Figure 4b) and preferentially adopts gg and gt staggered
rotamers for both. Of note, no significant intramolecular
hydrogen bonds were detected in solution, with a population
<10% in all cases. Analysis of the first hydration shell predicts
that αf can accommodate more water molecules than βf (19
versus 15, Figure 4c). Together these solvent interactions drive
scaffold-specific conformer selection from corresponding
“naked” cores. Thus, while unnatural scaffold αf populates
2T1 and

2E conformations (Figure 4d) in both gas and solution
phase (“unselected”), the natural scaffold βf is driven from 4E
in the gas phase βf-1 to E2 and

3T2 by the loss of intramolecular
bond O5′−H5′···O1′ enabled by the observed flexibility of the
C-5′ hydroxymethyl group, in agreement with conformers
derived by fitting the experimental homo- and heteronuclear 3J
coupling constants to a two-state model56,57 (2E and 3T2 for αf
and βf, respectively).
For the pyranosides αp and βp, characteristic 3JH2a,H3 values

confirmed strong propensity to remain in chair conforma-
tions58 observed in the gas phase, yet with inverted
conformation (4C1 → 1C4 and 1C4 → 4C1, respectively).
This result is also in line with previous studies.59 In contrast to
the furanosides, unrestrained MD simulations gave good

agreement with experiment (Supplementary Table 16);
extended analyses of total trajectory time (Supplementary
Figures 7 and 8) suggested that αp is driven in solution to
adopt only a 82(5)% partial 1C4-to-

4C1 equilibrium position.
As expected, no significant intramolecular hydrogen bonds
(population of <10%) were detected in solution through the
MD simulations for either of the anomers. On the other hand,
full solvation analysis performed by MD revealed that the
conformational inversions are driven by an ability to properly
accommodate the water in its first hydration shell, which more
than offsets endo-anomeric preferences. Moreover, in the case
of the α-anomer, the 1C4 conformer features a larger dipole
moment relative to the 4C1 chair, which could also explain why
this anomer preferentially adopts the 1C4 chair in aqueous
solution.

■ DISCUSSION
There are considered to be three broad conformational
determinants in DNA residues: C4′−C5′ rotation (i.e., g/t);
base position/”flip” (i.e., syn/anti); and ring pucker (i.e.,
“North”/“South”) pseudorotation (Figure 4d). Although to
some extent linked, sometimes even mutually “geared”60 and
accessible via typically relatively low barriers, it is the latter
from these that appears to dominate function. In general terms,
therefore many biomolecular interactions with such “DNA
sugar scaffolds” are found to favor function with either North
or South sugar ring conformers.
A North-vs-South (N-vs-S) delineation is an observation

made well beyond the more obvious and static structures, such
as in for example A- or B-form duplex DNA. Thus, through the
use of structural biology, spectroscopy, and elegant probe
molecules (e.g., conformationally restricted variants26,61,62), a
clear role for the conformation of deoxynucleosides in

Figure 4. Conformational analysis of αf and βf in aqueous solution. (a) Structural ensembles derived from 0.2 μs MD-tar simulations, together with
the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values for the heavy atoms in both anomers and the average value of ϕ torsional angle through the entire
MD-tar trajectory. (b) Distribution of torsional angle ω for αf and βf derived from MD-tar simulations in aqueous solution. (c) Water oxygen
density for the first hydration shell derived from experiment-guided MD simulations for αf and βf. The average structure of the carbohydrate is
represented. (d) Cremer−Pople diagrams for αf and βf derived from experiment-guided MD simulations. N, S, E, and W stand for “North”,
“South”, “East”, and “West” forms. The dark blue circles represent the conformations found in the gas phase. The red circles denote the
conformation found in DNA. Finally, the light blue circles show the conformations found in the gas phase for methyl β-D-ribofuranoside.41 The
contour coloring indicates the population (in arbitrary units) of the different conformers obtained from experiment-guided MD simulations.
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determining their biological function has emerged in recent
decades.63 For example, clear “N-vs-S” preferences have been
seen in the function of base deaminases,64 base C-
methyltransferases,60 kinases,65 and even receptors66 and
transporters.67 This can have profound effects; DNA-polymer-
izing enzymes, such as reverse transcriptase68 or polymerases,69

can have striking apparent selectivity; AZT, for example, is
bound in essentially an exclusively North form by HIV reverse
transcriptase, and this conformational mimicry appears critical
to its potency.68

As a result, the delineation in this work of the inherent
preferences of the available ribosides αf, αp, βp, βf and their
behavior upon hydration allows consideration of the
fundamental biases of such scaffolds. Notably, it is the natural
scaffold βf that displays a unique “tipping point”/“knife-edge”
conformational behavior that allows the greatest malleability by
environment. Here, we observe population of kinetically
trapped Southern (βf-1) and Northern conformers (βf-5, βf-
6) as well as the “tipping” by water of βf-1 into “Northern”
conformers. Associated assumptions have often been made
around the central role of “sugar pucker”. For example, the
itinerary of the equilibrium between North and South has
always been assumed to proceed “via the East”.62 Yet, here we
see that βf sits in a semi-Western (indeed, SW tending to W)
4E βf-1 pucker as its baseline conformer. Any engagement by
“naked” βf-1 with the environment (e.g., added solvent or
biomolecule) therefore starts from this point.
The partial population of clear Northern conformers βf-5

and βf-6 even when “naked” also suggests that βf is
conformationally “primed”. The unnatural deoxyriboside
scaffold variants αp, βp, and even αf do not show this
behavior. The switched loss of strength of the O5′−H5′···
aglycone hydrogen bond seen here (either through hydration,
protein binding, or covalent capping, e.g., as O5′-P
phosphoester) thus precludes the occurrence of this pucker
leading to the adoption, in turn, of Northern (i.e., E2 or

1T2
structures upon hydration) highly similar to those of βf-5 and
βf-6. In this way, βf is therefore uniquely suitable for a
switchable (e.g., South-to-North) transition, unlike all of the
other scaffolds studied hereit is “ready to switch”. Notably,
the C2′ hydroxylated scaffold of βf (the RNA scaffold
equivalent of βf) is already tipped to North (3T2), further
highlighting the uniqueness of the βf 2-deoxyriboside scaffold.
Notably, in βf the OH3′ hydroxyl group is not engaged in a

hydrogen bond in the lowest lying energy conformer (βf-1, as
well as in fact βf-6) found in the gas phase; βf-5 has interaction
with OH5′ but contributes only 4% to the global population.
Together, these combined factors (“tipping point” conforma-
tion and exposed OH3′) allow us to speculate further on the
functional benefit of the βf scaffold over others. N ↔ S
conformational transition allows strong modulation of the O5′-
to-O3′ distance; a switchable system with OH3′ exposed at
modulated distances for the reaction would allow a mechanism
for ready positional alteration and hence the semiexpulsion of
ligand that is thought to be critical for reducing product
inhibition (and hence allowing more efficient turnover) in
processive enzymes such as nucleotidyl polymerases and
reverse transcriptases.70 In other words, the ready positional
manipulation of a “free OH3′” uniquely in the βf scaffold is
potentially beneficial in many biocatalytic (and hence func-
tional) scenarios. More generally, it might even explain the
observed direction of such polymerizations of DNA in nature
in growing from 5′-to-3′ (via such a modulated, free OH3′).

This may not be restricted to polymerases given the wide N-vs-
S preferences noted above. In several nucleoside/tide kinases,
which operate at the O5′-site of ribosides, a critical and
evolutionarily conserved role has been identified for OH3′:
hydrogen bonding to homologous Tyr-Glu diad motifs is
required in several to ensure catalysis.71

It is also tempting to speculate that, given the context of
DNA polymerases as archetypal models for elegant but
sometimes nonaligned “induced fit” hypotheses (for an
excellent comparative discussion see ref 72), this may be part
of broader conformational, “prechemistry” mechanisms
potential triggers for induced fit.
Regardless, it is clear that the unique flexibility that we

observe for “naked” βf for the first time is striking and likely an
important determinant in its utilization/selection by nature as
a scaffold from many stereo- and constitutional sugar isomers.
Although such conformational “fitness” has been the subject of
insightful prior speculation,73 our work provides the first direct
experiment of such a flexible trigger based on inherent
conformational tendencies in the βf scaffold.
Finally, given the low barriers for DNA conformational

interchange and the discrepancies that we observed in the work
presented here exploiting existing QM and MM methods, the
structures we present here (nonreliant on QM) should prove
valuable in benchmarking future quantum mechanical models.
In this way, our combined approach opens up the exploration
of DNA’s mechanistic tendencies to even larger systems in the
future.

■ METHODS
Synthesis. The 2-deoxyribosides αf, βf, αp, and βp (Figure

1) were synthesized by modification of a previously published
literature procedure.74 Briefly, for access to αp and βp, 2-
deoxy-D-ribose was dissolved in 1% HCl in methanol and
stirred for 18 h. After the reaction workup, pure αp was
obtained through purification by column chromatography. The
remaining 2-deoxyribosides βp, αf, and βf coeluted as an
inseparable mixture, but recrystallization of this mixture in
diethyl ether afforded pure βp. For access to αf and βf, 2-
deoxy-D-ribose was dissolved in 0.1% HCl in methanol and
stirred for 15 min. After the reaction workup, the mixture of αf
and βf was acetylated using acetic anhydride in pyridine and
pure αf-2OAc and βf-2OAc was obtained through purification
by column chromatography. Deacetylation using K2CO3 in
methanol yielded pure αf and βf. Full experimental details can
be found in the Supporting Information.

Pulse Fourier Transform Microwave Spectrometers.
To obtain the rotational spectra of the furanose species, we
used a chirped-pulse Fourier transform microwave spectrom-
eter (CP-FTMW) built at the Spectroscopy Group at the
University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)44 and
following the design of Pate and co-workers (Supplementary
Figure 1).75 A short broadband pulse (1 μs, 12 GHz, frequency
range 6−18 GHz) is generated by an Arbitrary Waveform
Generator (AWG) and amplified by a Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifier (TWTA). The pulse is broadcast into a high vacuum
chamber (down to 10−6 mbar) through a Q-par horn antenna
where it interacts with the molecular supersonic jet expansion.
The time-domain signal of the molecular emission is collected
by another horn antenna and delivered to a digital 20 GHz
oscilloscope and Fourier-transformed to obtain the rotational
spectrum in the frequency domain. The spectral resolution of
this apparatus is ∼10 kHz.
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Rotational spectra of pyranose conformers were recorded in
a 4−18 GHz Fourier transform microwave spectrometer
(FTMW) based on the Balle-Flygare design,76 constructed at
the UPV/EHU and described elsewhere (Supplementary
Figure 2).43 Appropriate excitation pulses create optimum
π/2 polarization conditions on the sample, which expands in a
supersonic jet coaxially within a Fabry-Peŕot microwave
resonator. The resulting transient spontaneous emission from
the expanding molecular ensemble is amplified and down-
converted to the radio frequency region, where it is digitized,
and Fourier transformed to yield the frequency-domain
spectrum. All transitions recorded in this spectrometer appear
split into two Doppler components, because of the coaxial
arrangement of the molecular jet and the resonator. The higher
spectral resolution of this apparatus (better than 5 kHz)
allowed us to resolve the hyperfine line splittings due to
internal rotation of methyl tops, where present.
Samples in the CP-FTMW spectrometer were vaporized by

a conventional heating method by wrapping a heating wire to a
customized nozzle at 145 °C. The vacuum chamber hosts three
pulsed solenoid valves running simultaneously in order to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Gaseous samples were mixed
with He carrier gas at 6 bar, and the resulting flow was injected
into the vacuum chamber through a small orifice (1 mm
diameter), producing the gas expansion and subsequent
cooling (rotational temperature near 5 K). The duration of
the molecular pulse was 0.5−1.2 ms. Two nozzles were enough
for αf, whereas three nozzles were used for βf, at 30 chirps per
molecular pulse. To obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio, a total
of 20 and 40 Mcycles were collected for the αf and βf spectra,
respectively. In the FTMW spectrometer equipped with UV
ultrafast laser vaporization,39 it consists of a mixture of the
chemical compound and a commercial binder, mechanically
pressed to get cylinder-type solid rods that are inserted in the
apparatus and rotated by a stepper motor. A picosecond pulse
from the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser hits the
rod in the presence of Ne carrier gas (∼6 bar), delivering the
molecules intact into the gas phase. This technique prevents
sample decomposition, that often happens with biomolecules
upon thermal heating.
Computational Details. Conformational Search. The

conformational search used a molecular mechanics approach
with MMFFs, OPLS, and AMBER force fields in a 20 kJ/mol
energy window and was followed by geometry optimizations
with quantum chemistry calculations [ab initio MP2 and DFT
(B3LYP-D3)] with 6-311++G(d,p) basis functions. Gaussian
16 software77 was used in all cases.
Unrestrained MD Simulations. Simulations were per-

formed with the AMBER18 package,53 implemented with a
GLYCAM06j54 force field. Each molecule was immersed in a
water box with a 10 Å buffer of TIP3P water molecules. A two-
stage geometry optimization approach was performed. The
first stage minimizes only the positions of solvent molecules,
and the second stage is an unrestrained minimization of all the
atoms in the simulation cell. The systems were then gently
heated by incrementing the temperature from 0 to 300 K
under a constant pressure of 1 atm and periodic boundary
conditions. Harmonic restraints of 30 kcal mol−1 were applied
to the solute, and the Andersen temperature coupling scheme
was used to control and equalize the temperature. The time
step was kept at 1 fs during the heating stages, allowing
potential inhomogeneities to self-adjust. Long-range electro-
static effects are modeled using the particle-mesh-Ewald

method.78 An 8 Å cutoff was applied to Lennard−Jones
interactions. Each system was equilibrated for 2 ns with a 2 fs
time step at a constant volume and temperature of 300 K.
Production trajectories were then run for an additional 5 μs
under the same simulation conditions.

Experiment-Guided MD Simulations. The setup of the MD
simulations with time-averaged restraints was identical, in
terms of force fields, water model, and algorithms to that
described above for the unrestrained MD simulations. The
experimental 3JH,H coupling constants were imposed as a time-
averaged restraint, applying a linear averaging. The equilibrium
3J range was set to 3Jexp − 0.2 Hz ≤ 3Jexp ≤ 3Jexp + 0.2 Å.
Trajectories were run at 300 K, with a decay constant of 20 ns
and a time step of 1 fs. The force constants rk2 and rk3 used in
each case were 0.2 kcal mol−1 Å−2. The overall simulation
length was 0.2 μs. The theoretical 3J coupling constants were
deduced from the dihedral values through the corresponding
Altona equation and Sweet J software.58,79

Analysis of the First Hydration Shell from the MD
Simulations. The water density properties were derived from
the production trajectories using a cubic grid consisting of 150
× 150 × 150 bins with 0.5-Å spacing, through the “grid”
command available in the cpptraj module of AMBER18. The
surfaces represented in Figures 4 and Supplementary Figure 7
correspond to oxygen water density for the first hydration
shell.
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